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Takoma Park Environmental Sustainability Action Plan 

Seeking Feedback from City Staff and City Council on 

Preliminary Strategy Recommendation and Implementation Priorities 

 
Beginning in January, the Brendle Group was contracted by the City of Takoma Park to prepare an 

Environmental Sustainability Action Plan for the Takoma Park community.  This Plan was to include a 

review of existing practices by the City, consideration of recommendations made by previous planning 

efforts, an update of the community and City’s greenhouse gas (GHG) inventories, and the 

recommendation of strategies that comprise a new sustainability plan for the City and community. 

A preliminary set of strategies was developed based on a review of existing practices and programs in 

Takoma Park, consideration of the recommendations made the in Local Action Plan and by the Task 

Force on Environmental Action, ideas generated by the Committee on the Environment (COE), 

discussions with City Staff and various community members, and applicable best practices nationwide.  

These strategies were presented at a public Open House on July 29th.  At the Open House, input was 

solicited on priorities for implementation and open-ended recommendations for additions or changes to 

the proposed strategies.  As a result of the Open House, these strategies have divided into three 

categories: Priorities for Implementation, Lower Priorities, and Other Strategies Considered.  Those in 

the first category are recommended for action, those in the Lower Priority category might be considered 

at a later time depending on resource availability (e.g. funding, staffing) or combined with other 

strategies, and the Other Strategies Considered are not recommended for action at this time. 

The following pages outline these strategies and some questions for Council.  Pages 3 to 4 are a 

summary table of the strategies organized based on priority for implementation.  Pages 5 to 10 are brief 

narrative descriptions of each strategy. 
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Reading the Summary Table 

The Summary Table is organized based on priority for implementation as determined by feedback from 
the Open House and the recommendation of the consultant.  The table includes the following fields: 
 

 Category – describes the type of strategy: Building Energy, Energy Supply, Transportation or 
Overarching which indicates an impact on multiple categories 

 Priority Votes – the number of votes received at the July 29th Open House indicating the strategy 
is a priority for implementation.  Each participant could vote on two strategies. 

 Targeted Participation Rates – indication of the number of residences and businesses targeted 
for involvement in each program in Year 1 and Year 10 of implementation. Based on similar 
programs elsewhere in the country. 

 GHG Emissions Impact – reduction in GHG emissions, in metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 
(MTCO2e), in Year 10 of implementation 

 Cost Efficiency – Cumulative Net Cost (implementation costs minus cost savings) in dollars 
divided by cumulative GHG emission reduction in MTCO2e over 10 years.  A negative value 
indicates net cost savings to the community over 10 years. 

 Staff Resources – estimated full-time equivalent staff to deliver program in Year 10 
 
Two desirable characteristics of a strategy are: 1.) a low or negative Cost Efficiency  that indicates the 

strategy is effective at reducing GHG emissions relative to net costs to implement the strategy and 2.) a 

larger GHG Emissions Impact  that indicates a more significant impact on emissions.  

Prioritization is largely based on the voting done at the July 29th Open House.  Two exceptions to this are 

the Sustainability Coordinator which was raised to a higher priority because this staffing is necessary to 

execute on almost all of the strategies.  The Circulating Shuttle was lowered in priority because it is a 

relatively costly way to reduce GHG emissions though it may have other benefits that would be popular 

in the community. 

There has also been confusion about the difference between the Sustainability Coordinator and the 

Sustainability Coach (or Energy Coach) strategies.  The Sustainability Coordinator represents the general 

hiring of staff at the City to provide sustainability services in the community.  This position could support 

many of the strategies.  The Sustainability Coach is one particular role that the Coordinator/staffing 

could play guiding residents and businesses through the process of implementing sustainability projects. 
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Strategy Category 

Priority 
Votes 
(from 
Open 

House) 

Targeted 

Participation 

Rates 
(Year 1 / Year 10) 

GHG 

Emissions 

Impact  
(MTCO2e in 

Year 10) 

Cost 

Efficiency 
(Cumulative 

$ Net 

Cost/MTCO2e 

over 10 

years) 
Staff Resources 

(FTE in year 10) 

PRIORITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION        

Hire a Sustainability Coordinator Overarching 5 n/a Indirect n/a n/a 

Encourage Multi-family Building Efficiency Building Energy 7 15 / 2,700 units 500 $133.00  1 

Encourage Community Solar Projects Energy Supply 8 
50 / 600 kW of 

new solar capacity 
600 $356.00  

Included in Outreach 

and Mobilization 

Establish a Residential Voluntary Tiered Program Overarching 4 
50 / 450 

residences 
800 $14.00  1.5 

Establish a Commercial Voluntary Tiered Program Overarching 4 
30 businesses / 70 

businesses 
400 ($27.00) 1.1 

Directly Install Efficient Equipment and Offer Free Products Building Energy 4 

200 / 3,300 

residences 

13 / 200 

businesses 

1,800 ($209.00) 0.1 

LOWER PRIORITY  
 

    

Designate a Sustainability Coach Overarching 3 

40 / 1,000 

residences 

5 / 100 businesses 

3 institutions 

2,400 ($94.00) 1.2 

Purchase Renewable Energy – Facilitate Bulk Purchase of 
Green Power 

Energy Supply 3 

Additional 5% of 

electricity 

purchased from 

renewable 

suppliers 

2,000 $70.00  
Included in Outreach 

and Mobilization 

Have the City Lead by Example Overarching 2 n/a 70 ($70.00) 

Assumed to be 

undertaken by existing 

staff 

Facilitate Use of Property Tax Credits for Energy Efficiency 
Upgrades 

Building Energy 2 

0 / 4 commercial 

buildings LEED EB 

O+M 

40 / 700 

residences 

200 ($218.00) 
Included in 

Coordinator/Coach 
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Strategy Category 

Priority 
Votes 
(from 
Open 

House) 

Targeted 

Participation 

Rates 
(Year 1 / Year 10) 

GHG 

Emissions 

Impact  
(MTCO2e in 

Year 10) 

Cost 

Efficiency 
(Cumulative 

$ Net 

Cost/MTCO2e 

over 10 

years) 
Staff Resources 

(FTE in year 10) 

OTHER STRATEGIES CONSIDERED  
 

    

Expand Mobilization and Outreach for Sustainability Overarching 1 n/a Indirect n/a 0.4 

Establish a Carbon Tax Overarching 1 
All residents and 

businesses 
Indirect n/a Unknown 

Leverage Smart Meters Building Energy 0 
5% / 55% of all 

electric accounts 
200 ($276.00) 

Included in Outreach 

and Mobilization 

Provide Sustainability Guidelines for Redevelopment Building Energy 0 

~10% of existing 

commercial floor 

space 

100 $586.00  Negligible 

Establish a Circulating Shuttle Transportation 6 
150 / 180 daily 

ridership 
30 $4,500.00  

Included in the Program 

and Private (Fare) Cost 

Expand Capital Bike Share Stations Transportation 0 

45% increase in 

bike trips over 4 

years 

100 $430.00  
Any requirements are 

already covered 

Initiate a Transportation Challenge Transportation 0 

15 / 260 regular 

carpoolers 

25 / 400 regular 

car sharers 

150 ($257.00) 
Included in Outreach 

and Mobilizaiton 

Expand Carpooling and Car Sharing Transportation 1 

15 / 260 regular 

carpoolers 

25 / 400 regular 

car sharers 

150 ($257.00) 
Included in Outreach 

and Mobilizaiton 
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Strategy Descriptions 

Priority for Implementation 

Hire a Sustainability Coordinator (Overarching) 

Hiring a full-time City sustainability coordinator would serve as a driver for many of the other 

strategies in the Plan. Such an individual would help with outreach to the community, 

management of overall Plan and sustainability program implementation, partnership building 

with organizations within and outside the community, and pursuit of funding and financing 

mechanisms. Targeting community-focused programs and services, they would also provide 

technical support for strategy implementation, from building energy and water assessments to 

community planning, alternative vehicles, and renewable energy. 

Encourage Multi-family Building Efficiency (Building Energy) 

About 50 percent of Takoma Park’s households are comprised of multi-family units.  Energy 

efficiency efforts in multi-family buildings can be challenging because of the complexity of 

ownership structures and responsibility for paying utility costs.  Effective programs in multi-

family energy efficiency have provided both owners and tenants a “one-stop shop” for the 

whole process of increasing building efficiency.  Takoma Park could play the role of a one-stop 

shop and knit together a number of utility, Montgomery County and state programs that 

support multi-family building efficiency.  This could include energy assessments, tenant 

participation in Pepco’s Quick Home Energy Check-up, assistance with utility rebates and 

technical support, training of building managers, and/or defraying costs and establishing 

payback for building ownership to incorporate energy efficiency improvements.  

Encourage Community Solar Projects (Energy Supply) 

Takoma Park has a very dense urban forest and tree canopy that provides significant shading 

and reduced building cooling requirements but also prevents many residents and businesses 

from installing solar photovoltaic (PV) systems on their homes and buildings. Community solar 

options such as co-op projects provide an alternative for residents and business owners to 

purchase renewable energy. The City can encourage community solar projects by educating 

residents and supporting negotiations with solar project developers and building owners that 

have suitable roofs or parking lots. Based on buildings and other areas in Takoma Park that may 

have suitable solar access, 600 kilowatts (kW) or more of solar could be installed. 

Establish a Residential Voluntary Tiered Program (Overarching) 
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A residential voluntary tiered program would establish “tiers” or categories of potential 

sustainability actions from which households could choose.  As households completed actions 

they would advance into higher tiers, and for each potential action the program would provide 

resources and technical support.  To drive participation and adoption of actions, the program 

would encourage households to set goals, pledge to complete actions and report on progress.  

“Challenges,” or friendly competitions, could also be instituted between households, blocks and 

neighborhoods.  Such a program could also include sustainability actions other than those 

related to building energy and transportation, such as low-impact landscape maintenance and 

stormwater best practices. 

Establish a Commercial Voluntary Tiered Program (Overarching) 

Much like a residential voluntary tiered program, a commercial and institutional program would 

establish “tiers” or categories of potential sustainability actions from which businesses could 

choose.  For each potential action the program could provide resources and technical support.  

To drive participation and adoption of the actions, the program could encourage businesses to 

set goals, pledge to complete actions and report on progress.  “Challenges,” or friendly 

competitions, could also be instituted between businesses and commercial areas in the 

community.  Such a program could also include sustainability actions other than those related 

to building energy and transportation, such as low-impact landscape maintenance and 

stormwater best practices. 

Directly Install Efficient Equipment and Offer Free Products (Building Energy) 

Programs under which businesses and residents directly install relatively low-cost efficiency 

equipment or make simple operational changes (e.g. CFL/LED light bulbs, wrapping water 

heaters, pipe insulation for water pipes, low-flow showerheads, low-flow faucet aerators, 

power strips, changing air filters, adjusting setpoints, etc.) have proven effective at reducing 

energy consumption. Pepco currently offers the Quick Home Energy Check-up and Small 

Business Program, which provide a base package of these installs at no charge to residential 

and commercial customers.  Takoma Park could leverage these existing programs by: 

 Coordinating volunteer groups to conduct outreach on the programs (e.g. door knocking 

in neighborhoods); 

 Encouraging enrollment of groups of residents/businesses by geography to facilitate 

scheduling and more rapid response from Pepco; 

 Augmenting direct install offerings from Pepco by offering customers additional 

equipment or equipment in other categories (e.g. programmable thermostats); and 

 Providing follow-up to participating residences and businesses to encourage further 

implementation. 
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Lower Priority 

Designate a Sustainability Coach (Overarching) 

A Sustainability Coach program would work with residences, businesses and large institutions 

to reduce energy consumption. The Sustainability Coach, a specific role for the previously 

mentioned sustainability coordinator, would recruit homeowners, businesses and institutions 

to participate in the coaching program and work with participants during each step in the 

process towards improving energy efficiency and conservation. These steps could include 

requesting an energy assessment of their home or building, reviewing energy savings options to 

implement, working with a building contractor (if necessary), determining rebates and other 

incentives to reduce the cost of projects and helping fill out paperwork for rebates and other 

assistance. 

Purchase Renewable Energy (Energy Supply) 

In Maryland’s deregulated electricity market, consumers have a choice between many 

electricity suppliers (over 30 for residential and over 70 for commercial).  Pepco provides 

electricity distribution and will supply electricity for consumers that do not choose a different 

supplier.  By selecting a different supplier residents and businesses in Takoma Park have the 

opportunity to pick a supplier that has a greater percentage of renewable energy in their 

portfolio and/or one that purchases renewable energy credits to reduce the contribution of 

their electricity supply to greenhouse gas emissions.  In 2012, Takoma Park’s residents and 

businesses purchased an estimated 3-4 percent of total electricity consumed in the community 

from Clean Currents, just one supplier of green energy available in Takoma Park.  This strategy 

evaluates the benefits of more residents and businesses purchasing renewable energy. 

Have the City Lead by Example (Overarching) 

The City of Takoma Park has completed a number of sustainability-related projects including a 

“green” Public Works building, significant installations of roof-top solar panels and the purchase 

of renewable energy.  The City would continue the practice of leadership by example by 

engaging the City organization in the strategies proposed in the Plan (e.g. direct installs of 

energy efficiency technologies, participating in the tiered performance program, etc.).  These 

activities, in addition to planned energy assessments and upgrades to City facilities, would help 

demonstrate benefits to and for the community.  The City could also consider implementing an 

enterprise energy management system software package to better track resource consumption 

and measure benefits of the City’s actions. 
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Facilitate Use of Property Tax Credits for Energy Efficiency Upgrades (Building Energy) 

Montgomery County provides property tax exemptions and credits for energy efficiency 

upgrades. The Energy and Environmental Design property credit provides a 10% property tax 

credit for 3 years for existing commercial buildings (over 10,000 square feet) that have been 

“extensively modified” and achieve a U.S. Green Building Council Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design (LEED) rating for existing building operations and maintenance (EB O+M) 

rating of Gold.  Buildings achieving Platinum ratings can receive a credit of 50% of property 

taxes and other credits are available for new construction and core & shell. The Renewable 

Energy (Energy Conservation Devices) property tax credit provides homeowners up to a $250 

credit for purchasing and installing an energy conserving device (e.g. a more efficient room air 

conditioner would qualify but standard household appliances such as washer/dryer and 

refrigerators do not).  Takoma Park could seek to pilot these processes with local businesses 

and residents in order to establish replicable processes and increase uptake of these credits. 

Other Strategies Considered 

Expand Mobilization and Outreach for Sustainability (Overarching) 

This strategy would also support all other Plan strategies by increasing outreach to and 

mobilization of residents and businesses to engage in implementation and action. Outreach 

efforts would be expanded using channels such as the City’s web site, living room chats, 

community programs, business and professional associations, landlord and tenant associations, 

and community events and tours. It would also include increased relationship building with key 

stakeholder groups and organizations, from neighborhood and homeowner associations to 

multi-family housing organizations, K-12 schools and colleges, and business associations and 

property owners.   

Establish a Carbon Tax (Overarching) 

A carbon tax may be an option to raise additional funds for Takoma Park’s sustainability efforts, 

though a means of implementing such a tax within Takoma Park’s authority is not apparent at 

this time. One model, which has been implemented in Boulder, Colorado, is a tax levied, with 

the cooperation of the electric utility, on the consumption of electricity by residences and 

businesses. While Boulder’s tax is not designed to be “revenue neutral” - reducing other taxes 

to offset the increase in electricity costs – the revenue generated is utilized to provide 

programming in the community which helps to reduce utility costs for participating residences 

and businesses.  
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Leverage Smart Meters (Building Energy) 

Pepco installed smart meters in Takoma Park in 2012 and provides access to customer 

electricity use on an hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly basis, with a 1 day delay, through the 

online My Account service. The City can encourage residents and business owners to access and 

review their utility data on Pepco’s My Account and provide support for interpreting their data 

and determining next steps for reducing consumption.  Evidence has shown that awareness of 

energy consumption can help consumers reduce their use. 

Provide Sustainability Guidelines for Redevelopment (Building Energy) 

Takoma Park has two large commercial zones, New Hampshire Avenue and Langley Crossroads, 

and each has a plan to guide expected future redevelopment. While the City does not have 

much direct influence on the redevelopment of these areas, they can encourage green building 

practices by directly reaching out to developers. Under this strategy the City would suggest 

green building guidelines, streamline the process for the property tax exemption for earning 

the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 

certification (a separate strategy) and potentially offer incentives for improvements that exceed 

building code requirements. 

Establish a Circulating Shuttle (Transportation) 

This strategy would entail implementing a small (25-passenger) alternative fuel circulating bus 

to supplement Ride On bus and Metrorail services and to fill the gap of service in, around, to, 

and from major activity centers and high-density neighborhoods in Takoma Park. This could 

reduce an estimated 70,000 vehicle miles related to short, internal trips by single-occupant 

vehicles in Takoma Park. This service would have a high-frequency schedule with minimal 

headways (10-15 minutes) and regular and circular routing to maximize benefits and 

convenience. 

Expand Capital BikeShare Stations (Transportation) 

Capital BikeShare stations offer automated, low-cost bike rentals as a transit option for short 

one-way or round trips, both personal and work-related. Bicycling reduces and shifts vehicle 

miles traveled from driving and reduces greenhouse gas emissions. Four stations will be 

installed in Takoma Park late in 2013, with equipment expected to be delivered in September.   

Takoma Park can encourage use of BikeShare by conducting outreach in the community and 

targeting projects to increase the effectiveness of the system (e.g. Bike Takoma Park maps at 

stations, infrastructure projects to increase connectivity between stations, etc.). 
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Initiate a Transportation Challenge (Transportation) 

Under this strategy Takoma Park would host a “transportation” challenge to encourage friendly 

competition to reduce driving and increase use of transit, biking, and walking. Initiating such a 

challenge would educate the public, engage drivers in behavior change, and reward high 

performers. It would bring people together around a common goal through team participation, 

either by neighborhood, employer, district, or other segment of the community. By establishing 

a transportation challenge that encourages drivers to reduce and record the number of car trips 

they make in a specified time frame and offering incentives and public recognition, Takoma 

Park could eliminate an estimated 5,000 trips and 70,000 vehicle miles traveled annually. 

Expand Carpooling and Car Sharing (Transportation) 

Carpooling and car sharing are tactics to reduce vehicle miles traveled and associated 

greenhouse gas emissions. Carpooling is an established method for commuters to travel to 

work and reduce costs. Car sharing is a relatively new method that allows individuals to easily 

use a vehicle by the hour to run errands or go on a weekend daytrip. Both transportation 

methods reduce greenhouse gas emissions and are already used by Takoma Park residents. The 

City can encourage residents and businesses to increase carpooling and car sharing by 

promoting them on a separate webpage on the City’s web site. The web site can provide links 

to regional carpooling services such as CommuterConnect, and also car sharing services such as 

ZipCar. Establishing reserved parking spaces throughout the City for exclusive use by carpooling 

and car sharing participants is another way to promote these transportation methods. 
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Key Questions 

The City’s project management team, the COE, and Brendle Group would like to solicit feedback from 

City Staff and City Council on the following questions before compiling the strategies into the Plan: 

1. Does Council still support this approach that focuses on building energy consumption, energy 

supply and transportation or is a broader set of topic areas desired? 

The Plan, as originally presented to Council in March and as represented by the preliminary 

strategies presented later in this document, focuses on building energy consumption, energy 

supply and transportation.  There has been some feedback received from members of the COE 

and the public at Open House requesting that the Plan include a broader range of sustainability 

topics (e.g. air quality, habitat and tree canopy, stormwater, waste).  The reasons for the focus 

on a smaller set of topics include: 

a. In early discussions to establish scope with City staff, a representative of City Council, 

and some of the COE it was determined that energy consumption, and by extension 

GHG emissions, were the sustainability topics for which the City offered residents and 

businesses in Takoma Park the least services and had the least direction on how to 

proceed. 

b. During the scoping and subsequent conversations with City Staff, the topics of tree 

canopy, stormwater, and waste were clearly receiving attention from existing staffing 

and programs. 

c. Air quality and climate change benefits are largely tied to strategies that address 

building energy consumption, energy supply, and transportation. 

d. The desire for the Plan to have a clear path to implementation, which was expressed by 

Council and the COE, suggests a focused outcome with clear and manageable next 

steps. 

At this stage of the project, broadening the topic areas will require using some of the funds in 

Brendle Group’s budget that were set aside for furthering the implementation of the Plan (Task 

6). 

 

2. Anticipating a strong interest in implementation based on the RFP and the breadth of Takoma 

Park’s historical planning efforts, Brendle Group proposed and Takoma Park accepted an 

approach that streamlined the planning process and set aside $20,000 for a task dedicated to 

furthering the implementation of the Plan.  The specific scope of this task was left to be 

determined based on the outcomes of the planning process.  Based on the outcomes of the 

planning process, which of the following approaches does Council prefer for this 

implementation task?  Which strategies would Council like to see further developed under 

this task? 

a. This task can focus on partially developing 3 of the strategies.  Potential levels of 

development are described in the following table as Approach A. 
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b. Alternatively, this task can focus on fully developing one strategy identified in the Plan 

such that a new hire could quickly get up-to-speed on executing on the strategy. This is 

described as Approach B. 

Strategy* 
Approach A. Partially Develop up 

to 3 Strategies   
Approach B. More Fully Develop 1 

Strategy 

Encourage Multi-
family Building 
Efficiency 

Implementation plan, a process diagram 
and narrative describing the program in 
detail including interactions with State 
and utility programs, identifying owner 

and tenant champions 

Outreach to specific multi-family 
properties, preliminary branding concepts 

and materials, preliminary contact with 
key program partners, potential 

contractor identification, pilot with 1 
property 

Encourage 
Community Solar 
Projects 

Identify potential legal mechanisms to 
implement and potential parties (e.g. 

buyers/investors, partners, site) 

Begin process of developing a 
community solar system, outreach and 

commitment of potential 
buyers/investors, seek necessary 

partnerships (e.g. equity, site, utility, 
PPA), begin legal processes (could be a 

multi-year process) 

Establish a 
Residential Voluntary 
Tiered Program 

Implementation plan, a process diagram 
and narrative describing the program in 
detail including requirements of each tier 

level and reporting mechanisms, 
mapping by neighborhood to customize 

approach to different neighborhood 
needs 

Launch program and support City staff 
for first year of operation, marketing and 
outreach plan for enrolling participants, 

preliminary branding concepts and 
materials, basic program website 

Establish a 
Commercial Voluntary 
Tiered Program 

Implementation plan, a process diagram 
and narrative describing the program in 
detail including requirements of each tier 

level and reporting mechanisms 

Launch program and support City staff 
for first year of operation, marketing and 
outreach plan for enrolling participants, 

preliminary branding concepts and 
materials, basic program website 

Directly Install 
Efficient Equipment 
and Offer Free 
Products 

Implementation plan, research coverage 
and performance of related utility 
programs, a process diagram and 

narrative describing the program in detail 
including interaction with utility programs, 
preliminary list of augmentation products  

Pilot utility programs with at least 1 
property in each sector (residential, 

commercial, and multi-family), confirm 
any opportunities for programs to be 
streamlined and augmented, design 
additional offerings to address gaps, 
develop a marketing plan to enroll 

residential and business customers 

*No options are provided for Hire a Sustainability Coordinator because the Plan will include a position 

description regardless of the approach selected. 
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Additional Comments from the Open House on July 29th 
 

Overarching Strategies 

 Can the sustainability coordinator and coach be combined into the same position? I’d think the 

majority of these programs couldn’t be completed without this role filled, considering the city’s 

limited resources. 

 Create micro economies or job training opportunities for lower income residents. For example: 

reading energy efficiencies from solar power, or installation of some of the projects.  

 Under establish a residential voluntary tiered program, low-impact landscape maintenance and 

storm water best practices are mentioned – this likely warrants more attention. Can the city 

look at replicating Rockville’s or Gaithersburg’s RainScapes program? RainScapes need compost, 

and compost can be made from city food scraps or yard trim. Nice closed loop sustainable 

project that reduces methane and helps reduce garbage sent to the county incinerator.  

 The “establish a carbon tax” option might usefully be presented as two options: A) Establish a 

carbon tax in addition to existing property taxes. B) Establish a carbon tax to replace some 

existing property taxes. 2) Since the carbon tax would represent revenue to the city: in addition 

to being shown as a $196,000 private cost it might be shown as a $196,000 city saving. (If option 

“A” above is being used.  

Building Energy 

 In addition to installing energy efficient appliances/ other free equipment, have behavior-based 
energy efficiency programs been considered? Class 5 energy has proven energy savings in 
schools and businesses. 

 As part of the tax credit for energy efficiency upgrades, I would like to see the city help facilitate 

disposal/recycling/reuse of the old equipment so it is not just focused on energy, but also other 

environmental impacts. 

 The “direct Install” option might usefully be split into residential and commercial components 

since (I assume) levels of expense for individual residences and individual businesses will be very 

different.  

Energy Supply 

 Groundswell, an energy aggregator, has engaged in assembling churches and other institutions 

to have electricity providers bid for a competitive discounted rate for 100% wind power. 

Takoma Park Presbyterian and its members have participated for 2 years. The city could have a 

partnership like this for businesses and residences.  

 Are there some cooperative solar investment models: some owners install and others provide 

financing?  

 Use an energy aggregator to do bulk purchase of green power (100% wind) at a discounted rate.  
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 Collective power purchase from whole sale and bulk power suppliers (residents gather together 

and solicit bids from clean energy providers).  

 I’m very interested in the creation of a local energy co-op that pools whatever possible PV or 

wind generation capacity we could create through a shared membership/public/private type 

organizational model.  

 The State’s RPS standard allows trash incineration to be counted as renewable. All of Takoma 

Parks’ trash is burned at the county incinerator. Please – whatever we do- let’s not incentivize 

trash burning. Only true renewable energy – such as solar and wind – should count.  

Transportation 

 Transit - Promote increased bus and rail ridership and ensure that new development (NH Axe, 

Takoma Langley Crossroads) is transit oriented.  

 Electric car charging stations and incentives  

 Better Bike lanes in Takoma Park (especially Takoma Junction) 

 Instead of expensive circulator shuttle, work with Ride On to adjust routes or give more 

information on availability of routes. 

Other Strategy Ideas 

 Waste 

o Pay as you throw trash fees 

o City wide collection of food scraps  

o Backyard composting – training bin giveaways 

o Waste exchanges 

o Incentives to reduce trash   

 Cultural diversity/awareness not represented at meetings  

 Rainscapes - Conservation landscapes and rain garden rebate program (CO and Rockville and 

Gaithersburg do this) 

 Lawn and garden equipment (NOx, VOC’s, ozone) 

 Dog Waste stations (reduce nutrients) 

 Charge tree ordinance to allow free cutting and pruning for solar installation 

 Tell people to keep cats indoors during fledging season for birds 

 Anti-idling ordinance 

 No more wood burning fire places 

 Get rid of speed humps 

 Have arborist/gardener help residents plant native vegetation, get rid of lawns 

 


